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iam proud to live in a parish that gives

young people the opportunity to make a

difference in their local community. i

simply couldn’t wait to join castle

Bromwich youth Parish council at the age

of eleven. castle Bromwich Parish council

has provided a platform for young people

to make a considerable difference to their

community and give something back,

whilst also providing its young members

with numerous opportunities to make

a difference. it engages young

people by continuously having a

range of exciting projects just around

the corner which enable us to give

something back to the community.

developing links with key groups in the

community is of paramount importance,

in order to attract and recruit young

people onto the youth council. the young

people who make up our youth Parish

council come from a range of

backgrounds and groups such as the

secondary school, Park hall academy. it is

extremely important to establish links with

local schools as they usually have their own

school or academy council which provides

a useful springboard into wider community

involvement. it is also important to have a

range of ages on the council to ensure that

fresh new ideas are introduced and that

young people develop their full potential.

we have representatives from the guides,

scouts and are actively trying to recruit

members during their last year at primary

school, to enable them to develop the

skills and experience necessary, to take on

positions of leadership as they develop

their confidence and knowledge of how

local systems of democracy and

procedures work. this will also ensure the

longevity of the youth Parish council which

is essential to give young people the

opportunity to make a difference, to

develop personally and to have an

informed voice in the community.

youth Parish

councillors give

a lot of time to the

council and their

local communities as they

find it extremely rewarding to make a

difference and to leave a lasting legacy in

their area. castle Bromwich youth Parish

council has been involved in a large

number of activities ranging from long

term projects such as building a ‘sensory

garden’ on the village green to raising

fund for local charities such as

‘Birmingham children’s hospital’. other

projects have included putting up 50 bird

boxes in the area, organising a ‘Picnic in

the Park’ for the Queens Jubilee,

supporting quiz’s and fund raising events

at the community hall and attending

external events such as the recent hs2

consultations, the openings of the new

play and fitness equipment at arden Park

and launching our dvd on ‘how to set up

a youth Parish council’ at the senior

clerks Practitioners conference.

the youth Parish councillors have also

developed numerous new skills whist 

supporting their local community. we

have successfully applied for a number of

grants to fund our projects which have

included applications to Birmingham

airport environment fund, the mary

Bridgeman trust, the youth

opportunities fund and the adult Parish

council who provided additional support

for the sensory garden Project. the youth

Parish council were initially guided

through these applications with the help

of adult councillors and more recently

they have started to make applications

themselves as adults have provided us

with the skills , knowledge and

confidence to believe in ourselves. the

development of confidence and self-

esteem are so important to young

people’s development. one of the most

worrying things we were asked to do was

to learn to ‘work a room’, after the

opening ceremony of the ‘sensory

garden’ project, 500 people were invited

to come back to arden hall for a

reception, we were asked to go around

and speak to everyone involved, we were

terrified! however, everyone was so

pleased that we spoke to them and were

really interested in the project, which

made us realise the importance of

communicating with members of the

community. one lady said that it made

her proud to be a member of castle

Bromwich and to know that we have such

amazing young people in the community.

comments like this really made us realise

how important castle Bromwich youth

Parish council is and how it has impacted

on the community in a physical way, but

perhaps most importantly on how local

people view young people in such a

positive way.
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Jessica browne, chair of castle bromwich youth Parish
council, discusses how her youth council attracts and

recruits young people from her community.

case stuDy - setting uP a youth council
castle bromwich youth 

Parish council

Jessica 

browne will be at

Practitioners’

conference on the 

24th february! 
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